Introducing: Sky King Commercial range of chutes by Sport Chutes

Everything You Want in a
Chute and MORE!
Join the “American Revolution”…. go 100% American! 100% proudly made in America
by Americans with 100% American materials
and sold by Sport Chutes, 100% American OWNED AND OPERATED since 1983!
It’s all about change for the better and having it your way! Sky King is everything you are looking for in a
chute…familiar design, great lift, straight flight out of the bag, predictable flight, wear points reinforced, port/starboard
color identifiers on risers, all vents internally reinforced with taping, inflation strap, double “D” rings on request, color
identified lines for easy grab, large adjustable zippered wind vents.
Plus, Sky King is MORE!.....no raw edges in seams; all seams are rolled so they cannot fray. All lines are wrapped and sewn
at the risers so they cannot split apart. All center lines are doubled for additional safety; this means FOUR center lines
total not just two. Every yoke is extra beefy…the beefiest one on the market anywhere for longest life! Each yoke has
extra reinforcement to prevent wear and is made of multiple layers of 7000 lb. (break strength) nylon. Every yoke has
internal seat belt webbing around all stainless steel which acts as a buffer. All stainless steel rings are extra strong. We
offer 1.3oz. “Soarcoat” for the lower wind chutes in more than a dozen different colors. Plus, we exclusively offer 1.9 oz.
“Diamond” ripstop in more than a dozen colors for the higher wind chutes…. this is much stronger than any other ripstop
in the world, 2-3 times longer lasting, more rip resistant, and greater burst strength in case of dipping. We have the best
quality control and rigorous final inspection and “on-time” delivery. We do the best custom logos and lettering (we
started this in America). Color your custom chute on our website and email your order in. And, we have GREAT PRICING!
We will not be undersold. What more could you want?
For more than 30+ years we have been glad to accommodate special requests. If there is something special you want us to
do, just ask. As long as there are no safety concerns we are glad to “make it your way”! We look for every reason to say
“YES” rather than “NO”. Isn’t it time for a change? Until you fly Sky King, how do you know you are flying the best? YOU
DO HAVE A CHOICE! Choose Sky King! We offer: 21’, 24’, 26’, 27’, 28’, 30’, 31’, 32’, 33’, 34’, 35’, 36’, 37’, 38’, 39’, and 40’.
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